«Nothing is better than the original.
Except you make it better»
Introducing

VICTOR. THE EGGBOX

__________________________________________________________________
A brand new old design is coming to the world.
We reinvent the eggbox. Bigger and better than ever before.
Say
hello
to
VICTOR.
THE
EGGBOX
__________________________________________________________________
powerful
sound absorber
& diffuser

made of recyclble
PET fibers & hemp

natural &
smart haptic

lovely design
FitEEST

supersized
dimensions:
60 x 30cm
easy to mount with
magnetic system
designed in switzerland

looks good
in every room
made in sweden

6 playful colors:
pure natural
coral red
purple dream
peppermint
ocean blue
grey stone

Designer - Stefan Furrer
Born 1975 in Lucerne, Switzerland
After his time in architecture and a study in
marketing, Stefan Furrer worked for many years as a project manager in the office interior
industry and as an acoustics specialist. He was
intensively focused on improving acoustics in
any type of rooms - until he founded Bellton
AG in 2014, which he is managing as owner
and CEO.
Bellton is switzerlands leading full-service
provider for room acoustic solutions, focuses
on timeless design and works hand in hand
with international acoustic manufacturers.
www.bellton.com

Don’t touch originals - but make them better.
The fascination for the eggbox is not a
surprise, it has characterized room acoustics
like no other element before. People knew
that eggboxes could be used perfectly for
acoustic performance - even before the industry started working on mass-produced,
sound-absorbing materials. Eggboxes were
used to fill countless garage boxes, discos,
cellars and music rooms all over the world
- the rooms became more comfortable. The
eggbox was something that was easily at
hand for many people and which magically
helped to change the acoustic qualities in
rooms.
But the years passed and new and better
sound absorbers in wonderful aesthetic
designs entered the market. That’s fine - but

the legendary eggbox disappeared from the
world stage in his acoustic form.
I wondered what would happen if the
eggbox were allowed to have a second
chance at life?
But the eggbox needs to have an update
for running in same line with all the cool
absorbers on the market. At this point, the
idea came to reinvent the eggbox - not far
from its original design - but bigger, better
and more colorful. A really cool thing, with
a high-efficiency acoustic power, ecologically produced from recycled materials and
easy to assemble. Now it’s coming back into
the rooms - and the world is delighted.
Welcome back - and you get a name too:
VICTOR. THE EGGBOX.

VICTOR. THE EGGBOX

HEIGHT
WIDHT
DEPTH
WEIGHT

60 CM
30 CM
10 CM
0,45 KG

MOUNTING
Suspension with
magnets 4 pcs

MATERIAL

Polyester 70% (recyclable fibers)
Hemp 30% (organic fibers)
Suspension with magnets, 4 x ø20 x 5 mm

COLORS

Pure natural

Ocean blue

Peppermint

Coral red

Purple dream

Grey stone

Mounting plate 180x40 2st

ACOUSTIC PROPERTIES
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Absorption Class D
Tested according to EN ISO 354:2003, EN ISO 11654:1997

FIRE TEST

Tested according to EN ISO 11925-2
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